Testimonials
David provided a high quality experience from quotation through cleanup. Over the Top was
chosen from several vendors to replace three cedar shake roofs in our neighborhood
(including ours). The installation process was relatively painless and quite quick given the
size of our roof (3 days...using ~70 roofing squared). David responded to all postinstallation concerns and ended up bringing in painters for the gutters we had ordered (the
standard colors did not end up matching our paint scheme as was indicated). I would use
David again, and will certainly call him when it is time for the next large project (i.e.,
windows).
M. Wolff – Roofing

I contacted Over The Top to have a new roof installed which included taking off the existing
roof. They responded timely and provided a written quote after a discussion with them on
type of materials to be used. They made solid recommendations. They followed up on the
quote in person. Answered all my questions and was constantly selling value. They
committed to a date and how long it would take to do the job. At this point, I would highly
recommend them David is who we dealt with and was extremely professional in all aspects.
Great experience.
G. Fream – Roofing

The process for the estimate went smoothly. Personnel were clear in explanations and
willing to answer my questions. The actual installation work was done very quickly. The
workmen wasted no time and did continual and complete clean-up. What hard workers and
gracious people!
C. A. Smith - Replaced roof of house and garage; replaced heat cables for roof

Done quickly and very professionally. The bid was written very thoroughly unlike another
bid we got. Everything was included. No surprises.
P. O’Reilly-Hare - Roof tear off, replacement. Chimney repair, Rodent repair

I hired them for roofing. They did a great job.
M. Gill – Roofing
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They are amazing. We had some roof damage. When my home was built, the roof was
supposed to have a membrane that kept the snow from leaking into the house, and it was
not put down. This company came in and did this for me. They are very easy to work with,
they did not have high-pressure sales. They were concerned with what was right for my
home and me as a customer. We were referred to them by another service provider we'd
used previously.
P. Gorman - Roofing

This company has been a dream to work with in every single phase of the project. I have
never worked with a more versatile, friendly, accommodating and professional company.
I am a 60 year old mechanical engineer, and I have hired plenty of contractors in my day. I
originally was getting quotes from many companies that all had their specialty, and niche.
The costs were really adding up. Almost at the end of my bidding process, I had Rick Ihnen,
from Over The Top Roofing show up to give a quote for the rubber roofing on the concrete
garage I have. Talking to all the other roofers I called, you would think that I was asking for
them to roof a space shuttle!
Somehow we got to talking about all the other projects I was tying to get going on this
house I had purchased, and Rick said he also had a remodeling division called MI Family
Builders, Inc. I went through all the items I needed done, and thought what would it hurt
for him to quote them? My biggest immediate problem that had just popped up was the
foundation posts, and I had really high quotes to do that work, and it looked like it was
going to be a major “rebuild the World Trade Center” type project if I was to believe all the
other companies. Rick said I should relax, and he would quote that too. A week later when
Rick came back with all his costs and proposals, with out me prompting him on any of the
other projects, he was giving me way more options, better well thought out solutions, and
with much more realistic costs. Every single “favorite” idea I had picked up on, and decided
was the way I was going to go, that I had learned from all the others I had met with for
weeks was coming out of Rick’s head at our meeting. His foundation fix for me was very
sound from an engineering standpoint. I couldn't believe this "roofing guy" was so educated
on such a wide variety of home building issues! I hired him that night.
These projects took time. I was closing in on winter so I had them work till the snow flew,
than told Rick I wanted to wait until April to finish the outside stuff. No problem. I added
and changed things along the way. No problem. I changed my mind. No problem. I worked
with them, to make sure I got what I wanted. No problem. The guys read my notes I left
them, looked at my sketches, and changed ideas as needed. No problem. They listened
and reacted to my concerns. No problem. Thats what we all really want,........NO
PROBLEMS. Foreman Shannon is friendly, polite, an absolute foundation digging maniac
and qualified. Julio was an extremely patient, physically flexible, detail orientated
craftsmen. Justin was a working powerhouse that kept things moving. Do yourself a favor
and hire this one company to do everything. It made my project a pleasure to watch
unfold with such simple one stop shopping. Now if only the rest of my life would go this
smooth,..........
M. Chandler – Roofing, gutters, masonry, footings, remodeling
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We were totally satisfied with all of the work this company performed on our 45 year old
ranch home. This included complete roof removal with installation of an ice and water shield
and new 30 year roofing with ridge venting all in 1 day. Also included was the replacement
of all existing gutters, fascia and soffit aluminum trim. We were very impressed with the
workmanship performed by all crews involved. The whole job turned out better than we
expected at a competitive and they were great people to work with.
G. Nack – Roofing, gutters, soffit, fascia

Over the Top Roofing & Construction installed new roof, gutters and ridge venting. They
were able to work us in to our calendar and they were very accommodating to our needs.
We went with their company because of Eric’s honesty and genuine personality. Eric was
professional, courteous and dependable. The work performed was timely and efficient and
the crew kept our house clean. The product is high quality and our house looks great.
B. Foley – Roofing, gutters

I contacted two roofers based on good reviews on Angie's List and Rick Ihnen, President of
Over the Top Roofing, was the first to respond. He explained my options in great detail and
I was impressed with his competence and presentation. He sent me an estimate via email
that afternoon which I signed and returned. The job was scheduled for Thursday of the
following week and the crew arrived promptly at 8 am. All planting beds and shrubs around
the house were protected with tarps prior to the tear off. As the work continued, it was
obvious that each crew member was experienced and knew exactly what to do next. All the
work was completed by 5:30 that afternoon and this included a very thorough cleanup down
to the last nail. Rick stopped by the following Monday to make sure we were pleased with
our new roofs and yes we were. It truly was over the top. I plan to have more work done by
Over the Top in the near future.
E. Olfe – Roofing
Dave and Rick were great to work with. Between the two of them, they were quick to
respond to any questions or needs we had. Their team did a great job and the roof looks
great. We went with them because of their willingness to work with us and our price range.
We were also very grateful they were able to put us in their schedule quickly as we needed
the work done sooner than later. We would definitely call them again.
T. Dart – Roofing, flashing

Rick was very nice and very professional. We were in no hurry for the work to be done, and
between snow flakes and 20 some inches of new snow on the ground, the Over The Top
people came and did the work in a timely and professional manner. Rick was a little slow in
getting us the Waiver of Lien to us, but when his office person got involved, the issue was
resolved. I would recommend this company to anyone. We were very happy with the work.
R. Morris – Roofing and remodeling
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I initially called Over The Top Roofing for quote on replacing my cedar shake roof and my
gutters. My home is about 20 years old and about 5,000 square feet. The roof collects a lot
of water and the gutters and down spouts are not large enough to handle the water during
a heavy rain. During heavy rains the water from the roof over shoots the gutters and pools
at the foundation and leaks into the basement. The cedar shake shingles are beginning to
crack and the whole roof will need replacing soon. Rick, one of the owners, came out a few
days after I called for an estimate. Rick was very professional and I felt no pressure from
him. He seemed to be very knowledgeable about roofing issues. After thoroughly evaluating
the problems Rick suggested that I first replace the gutters and downspouts with larger
ones and make sure that my basement stays dry. He also suggested that we divert some of
the water in a problem area to another downspout. Rick thought my roof would need
replacing soon but could wait a year or two. Rick's bid for replacing my galvanized steel
gutters with aluminum ones and using 5 inch gutters and 4 inch down spouts (one area was
to have 6 inch gutters) was not the lowest but I decided to proceed with Over The Top
because I trusted that they would do a good job and I liked the idea that they have a
machine that makes the gutters and downspouts on the job site. Rick thought that I needed
some good but expensive gutter guards for some areas of the roof. He offered to sell them
to me at his cost which I appreciated and were a real savings to me. Rick met me at the
house on at least 4 occasions: The initial visit, to show me how big a six inch gutter was, to
bring me the bid, and to show me color options for the gutters. The crew arrived a few
weeks later and spent about 2 1/2 days taking down the old gutters and downspouts
replacing them with new ones. The workers were very efficient and did an excellent job.
They were very respectful of my landscaping and cleaned up every day. In one problem
area they custom made a shield to reflect any water that might otherwise shoot over the
top of the new 6 inch gutter. We have had two torrential rains since the job was completed
and so far all is well and my basement remains dry. I plan to use Over the Top in the when
I replace the roof.
W. Goodman – Gutter repair & replacement

We called Over the Top Roofing last week about a section of flashing which had come off the
roof of our two story house. We had also called three other companies to get an estimate,
and Over the Top is the only one who returned the call promptly. They came out to look at
the damage (the flashing was on the sidewalk). We were not aware that not only did they
check the damaged area, they also repaired it and there was no charge to us. I am really
amazed at the professionalism and service of this company. Roofing is such an important
area for a homeowner, as we have experienced over the years with several houses and I
can't stress enough how good it is to have such a professional company. We will certainly
know who to go to when we need a new roof! From the first call to the company, they were
responsive and professional. We had called three other companies to get a comparison, and
they were the only ones who were pro active. I came home a day or so later and noticed
the flashing which had come off was no longer on the sidewalk--received a call that it had
been put back up and there was no charge to us! I am so impressed with Rick and the
people at Over the Top Roofing.
M. Edwards – Roofing
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Great contractor! I wouldn’t hesitate to use them again or recommend them to my family
and friends. The president, Rick Ihnen, convinced me that his firm was the correct
contractor to complete my job and I agree 100%. I needed the entire roof replaced due to
hail damage. However, it had to be completed this year due to some insurance limitations.
Rick fit me into his busy schedule and his crew showed up and finished this large job in 2
days. The crew worked hard from 7 am to dark each day and were friendly and courteous.
The finished roof looks awesome and the crew did a great job cleaning up my property. Rick
worked with the insurance company adjuster to make sure we recovered every dollar. I
always got a response when I emailed Rick or left a voice message through out the entire
process.
T. Bellissimo – Roofing

Overall it went fine. They came in and they were gone the same day. The workers were
fine. I just had to remind them not to leave anything back. Other than that, they were fine.
They didn’t interfere with anything that was going on in my house. There were eight of
them. They were very accommodating on price. They tried to make it work for us within our
budget. So that was nice. Their price was good. I would use their services again in the
future.
S. Clark-Crichton – Roofing

I used the services of Over the Top Roofing & Construction to replace the roof, during May,
2010. They did a good job with the roof and I will continue to use the same in future.
E. Hohenfeldt – Roofing

After a particularly rainy period, I found that I had a leak coming into the garage near the
entry to the house. I called Over the Top Roofers for an estimate. Dave came to the house
on a Saturday and gave what I think is a very fair estimate to tear off the old roof and
replace with new roofing materials. He explained all of the details of what they would do.
(1) Tear off and dispose of the old roof materials. (2) Install a water shield membrane that
reaches six feet up from the gutters, around pipes and down all the valleys. (2a) This was
not installed by the original builder which resulted in ice damming and the leaking I
experienced. (3) Install aluminum edging and galvanized valleys. (4) Remove the roof
venting I had and replace it with continuous ridge venting. (5) Install asphalt felt over the
roof deck. (6) I also had him replace my gutters with seamless aluminum gutters with 4
inch downspouts. They came within a week and a half from the time I signed the contract.
He used all Owens Corning products, and is in fact certified by Owens Corning. This allows
him to guarantee the roof for a limited lifetime. I was very happy with the service he
provided. They came when they said they would and completed the job very quickly. The
technicians who installed the roof are very experienced and did a professional job. They
were polite and competent. They cleaned away all of the debris and left my property, both
roof and grass surrounding the house, looking fantastic! The gutters look great and they are
installed correctly so the water drains the way it should. I would recommend this company
to all of my friends.
J. Banaszynski – Roofing, gutters
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This was a very, very large and complicated roof with many eaves and valleys. We included
replacing skylights and blowing in extra insulation while the roof was open (that totaled
about $4000; tear off roof itself was about $13000). We used an architectural shingle,
highest grade, and that also affected the job's cost. We had multiple estimates for this large
project. Other roofers' estimates were significantly higher and a couple even warned us that
the job required high expertise. Dave presented as very knowledgeable and confident. He
was patient with my many questions. I am a little 'high maintenance' and I got nervous
when I didn't get a timely return call around the start date (hence the B rating on
responsiveness), but that was a minor issue. The delay was because the rare architectural
shingle we wanted was backordered, not the fault of Over The Top. The crew was amazing large well coordinated team that got the job done in just one (very long) day. They took
care with the plantings, etc and did a thorough cleanup. Dave brought a few back to resolve
a minor cosmetic issue where one of the ridges intersected the gutter. Again I am picky,
and Dave addressed all my concerns and made sure the job was perfect. Over the Top did a
great job! The roof is stunning and definitely upgraded the look and value of the house.
K. Mooney – Roofing, skylights, insulation

During a large wind storm some venting portions along the top edges of our roof were torn
off. I called Over The Top based on Angie’s List ratings and spoke to Rick. He understood
that with impending snow storms, and the fact that the roof was exposed in some places,
he needed to come out right away. Rick took an initial assessment, provided quotes for the
repairs, and gave me a lesson in roof venting systems and why mine failed. Given the
urgency of having an exposed roof, Rick fit us into his schedule and made our roofing repair
a priority. His crew came out on time and updated our venting system. Even though the
cost of the repairs exceeded his original estimate he honored his estimate and that was the
amount we were charged. Over The Top got this done just in time for another big snow
storm and saved us a lot of potential damage to our roof. I couldn't be more pleased with
Over The Top based on this experience. Excellent responsiveness, service, and price point.
If only all contractors I've worked with were this professional.
C. Jones – Roof venting

We needed the nearly the entire roof replaced. Rick came out, called to discuss the work,
and sent me an estimate. The entire roof was replaced in one day even though it we had a
few inches of snow the previous day and it was extremely cold. Everything was cleaned up
as promised. No disruptions, no problems, no complaints, no headaches. I appreciated the
personal follow-ups by Rick. He came to inspect the work the next day, and shoveled some
snow that had fallen onto the sidewalk. He also checked with me to make sure that I was
happy with the work before giving me the invoice. I recommend this company.
L Pratscher – Roofing

They did a great job and showed up on time.
J. Wilson – Roofing
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They found the leak and they did a good job. I would use them again.
G. Dahlen – Roofing

On 10/14/2010, Over The Top (OTT) supplied the materials and performed the labor
necessary for the installation of a new roof, new gutters w/gutter guards, a new aluminum
roof over part of the back of the house, and new box vents. They added insulation where
there was none, and they removed the crumbling 110 year old chimney and rotted-out
wood siding in various areas. They also installed new composite wood treads for the front
entry steps, and expanded the roof overhang over the front of the house. They provided
dumpsters as needed, and cleaned the job site very well. For their work, they provide a 30
year prorated warranty on materials and limited lifetime warranty on workmanship. All of
this work was completed in two days. A little bit of touch-up work was needed and OTT took
care of that very promptly. We gathered 3 competitive quotes in the mid-August time frame
and were finally able to sign Over The Top's proposal a month later. We decided upon OTT
because they had the most reasonable price, and Rick was the most knowledgeable about
all the construction/replacement/installation aspects of this job. Rick and his crew were
always spot-on in arriving when he said they would; all communications were clear and
prompt from start to finish. OTT was also very agreeable in supplying us with references, a
certificate of their workers compensation insurance policy, and a release of lien of materials
from the supplier. We learned that OTT also does painting. So we’ll be contacting them in
the spring for further restoration of our old home.
V. Myint – Roofing, gutters, insulation, remodeling

Our roof was damaged by hail, and we contacted Rick and his team to estimate the roof
replacement (insurance claim). He worked with us, and was quite punctual even though I
was out of town. Rick is a SOLID professional who does what he says he is going to do, and
is quite easy to work with -- his crew was quite good about cleaning up. It was quite easy -we talked on the phone, picked shingle color, and it was scheduled for the following week.
P. Aucutt – Roofing

Even though we eventually decided to go with another company, it was a difficult decision.
We were VERY impressed with Over the Top Roofing and their proposal was very
competitive. We will certainly keep them in mind for future work and highly recommend
them to others.
C. Swain – Roofing

Tear off of old roof, installation of new roof - assist with getting refund for defective shingles
installed by another contractor several years back. Work on the roof was performed on time
and in accordance with what had been proposed.
K. Artrip – Roofing
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Existing shingles torn off: Rotted and bad wood replaced: ice and water shield membrane
installed 6 feet up at the gutter edges, down all valleys and around all pipe protrusions:
aluminum edge and galvanized valleys installed: asphalt felt applied over roof deck:
installed 30 year Oakridge shingles fastened with nails: galvanized steel flashing installed at
chimneys: new counter flashing at chimneys installed: flashing around stack pipes installed:
entire area cleaned and all debris hauled away in a large dumpster. Reply to my inquiry was
prompt and roof top inspection was done within 2 working days. In a personal meeting all
proposed work to be done, materials to be used, and specific costs were thoroughly
discussed, and all my questions were answered in detail. I received a written proposal
outlining the work and materials we agreed upon within a few days of our meeting. I was
informed by phone of the start day and details about delivery of materials and the
dumpster. Work proceeded as promised, and the work crew kept me informed of progress
of the job. The work crew seemed very organized and worked swiftly. All people concerned
were very professional and helpful in our interactions. I was very pleased with the work
done and with my overall experience with this company.
J. Leland – Roofing

They came out and gave us an estimate and came in substantially lower than other
estimates. They advised us not to repair the roof based on the leak we experienced during
the flooding in July. They made an appointment to tear off and replace our garage roof on
Friday Sept. 3. On Sept. 2 they called and said they had extra time and could do it that day
if I wanted. They came over and had the roof completely torn off and replaced in about 2.5
hours. They cleaned up everything afterward. They did a wonderful, efficient job, and we
were very happy with the experience.
M. Cloud – Roofing

The service was excellent. They started on time and were very friendly. The cleanup after
the job was done was excellent.
D. Schmidt – Roofing

After I heard about Over the Top Roofing on WISN I sent them an E-mail asking for a quote.
The quote was in the middle of the other quotes I received but I was so impressed with the
professionalism of David Mattheis of "Over the Top" that I went with their quote. They
showed up on schedule for the tear-off and replacement and the whole crew was very
courteous and respectful to my family. I was also very impressed with the Project Manager
onsite who answered all my questions. After the job was completed in one day, the entire
crew cleaned up every last piece of old shingles and nails that may have been on my grass
and or landscaping. I am very happy with my roof and have recommended "Over the Top
Roofing" to my family members.
G. Lisiecki – Roofing
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Both Dave and Rick came out to look at my roof. They quickly told me I was due a rebate
on the previous shingles (first contractor to tell me this), did the estimate and e-mailed it to
me the next day. We agreed and they set a date. The roof was installed on the date
promised (adjusted for 2 days of rain). They were in constant contact with me from the day
we signed until the job was complete. The foreman on the job (Kyle) always made me
aware of what to expect next and when it would be accomplished. Completed the job on
time even though they corrected some problems we were not aware of (missing ice shield)
at no additional cost. Totally cleaned up when they were done, have never found a nail or a
staple. Best contractor I have worked with in a long, long time if not the best.
P. Rollo – Roofing

They exceeded my expectations in every area. These guys know how to install a roof. They
showed up precisely on schedule with a very professional crew of 10 including a foreman
and the president of the company. They carefully tarped and covered all of the plants and
bushes around the home taking care to not damage anything. For a large crew, everyone
seemed to know where to go and what to do when they got there. There was no wasted
time and no confusion. They had obviously done this many times before. The job started at
7:30 am and by 3:30 pm they were gone and the only evidence that they even been there
was a beautiful new roof. When my wife came outside to see the new roof, she couldn't
believe the meticulous clean-up. We walked around the home several times and we did not
find any questionable roofing or any damage to the plants and bushes. There were no
scraps of singles or any other materials. Very well done!
M. Kirsch – Roofing

We were very pleased with the professionalism of the team. There was a lot of snow on the
roof and more falling on the day they came. There was a lot of extra work involved to clear
the roof and clean up the driveway and sidewalks. Our old roof was sloped and buckling.
The 90+ year old rafters needed replacement. It seemed improbable, but they managed to
tear-off the entire roof and replace it in one day. They put eleven workers on the job to be
sure. A separate team came two days later to install the new seamless gutters and
downspouts. In both cases they did a very thorough job of clean-up. OTT offered the most
reasonable price of the five roofers we contacted. We feel like we got a top-notch job at a
very reasonable price.
J. Chase – Roofing, gutters, rafters

They were very good. They gave us an estimate and stuck to that estimate. We actually had
them come back and do some other work in the attic. I appreciated that whatever they
quoted, they stuck with. They had some very nice young men and they were very
professional. We liked them.
M. Miller – Venting, insulation
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When I left in the morning for a 7 AM breakfast meeting they were not there yet and by the
time I got back home around 9:30 AM they had the old roof off and in the dumpster. By
noon they were done with the shingle part of the roof. As they were doing the porch roof
they also put in two replacement windows for us. The roof they took off was only 13 years
old. Because I went with a cheaper company last time, we had to replace some rotting wood
because they did not install the proper edging. I guess that is what you get when you go for
price alone. I have and will refer Dave and his company to anyone that needs a roof. I liked
the idea that he wants to meet with you to explain what they plan to do. All of his
employees were friendly and knowledgeable they took the time to remove things around the
house as not to break them and replace them when they were done. And I did not have to
clean anything up in my yard when they were gone.
S. Frami – Roofing, windows, gutters

Over the Top Roofing and Construction did a lot on my house. They did soffits, insulation,
and flashing around the chimney and they also retiled the basement around the house.
They are fairly new in this area. They are quick because they send out six to ten people out
at a time. They are neat, dependable, friendly, and professional. The boss, Rick, comes out
to look at the project, gives the estimate, then he gets his men together and tells me when
they can come out. I'll be using them again to do my driveway in the spring.
C. St. Clair – Roofing, soffits, insulation, flashing

I received quotes from other contractors for almost twice the bid from Over the Top
Roofing. Completed the work on time and exactly as specified. I have since recommended
them to friends and clients who have thanked me for passing their name along.
T. Combs – Roofing

Replaced a flat roof and skylight over third floor bedroom. Work was completed in half a
day. Large experienced crew. Good cleanup.
J. Schmuhl – Roofing, skylight

I contacted Dave for an estimate and he came over within a few days. He was very friendly
and straight forward and his estimate was in-line with others. With his thorough inspection,
he was helpful in pointing out areas that were in need of repair and others that were stable.
His information on materials was in-line with information I received on-line. I signed the
contract and within a few days, a crew of 10 men arrived at 7AM and the majority of the
work was complete by the end of the day. They took great precautions at protecting the
landscaping and they did a great job cleaning up. The roof looks great!
K. Gauthier – Roofing, chimney repair, insulation
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I called them for an estimate to replace my rubber roof, and ended up going with them to
complete the work. They also replaced a door sill going out to our deck and rebuilt our
chimney.
B Genger – Roofing, chimney

It was great! They came with a crew of seven men who worked together like the parts of a
Swiss watch (that analogy marks my age). They arrived at 7:00 A.M and were finished by
noon with everything except the chimney flashing, which took another couple of hours.
C. Teetzen – Roofing, flashing

Dave and his team of professionals did a complete tear off of my roof and replaced the roof
and shingles and all new gutters. It was the time, effort and most of all the crew and the
extra care that was given that gives this company a great BIG thumbs up!!!! They got
everything done in one day!! We were originally told it would take two days for it to be
completed. WOW!!! We were so impressed. I would be proud to work with anyone of the
crew... They are all kind and professional!!!! We will be asking them back again to do more
work with the services the company offers.
M. J. Peters – Roofing

Once again I can’t thank you enough for the wonderful, courteous staff. It is unbelievable
the compliments we’ve received on our new roof. It will be a pleasure to refer your company
and please feel free to use us as a reference.
C. & M. Krueger – Roofing

Thank you for a job well done. Your firm has displayed professionalism from sales to the job
involved. Your presentation is polished and estimates true…
P. & J. Pagac – Roofing

The first group that came in to do our roof was outstanding!!!! They made quick work of a
project that I thought would take days. Not only were the friendly and polite, they left the
yard spotless. There wasn’t a hint that only a few hours ago the complete roof had been
torn off.… They showed they had a sense of humor when they shingled the bird feeder and
our bird house. It’s those touches that mean a lot…. Once again, thanks for a fantastic job
and the wonderful people you employ…. We will feel confident in recommending you to
anyone who has roofing needs.
R. & M. Vredenburg – Roofing,
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I would like to commend the workers of MI Family Builders for a job well done for installing
the roof, gutters and chimney flashing. It was a pleasure to work with Darin, Nelson,
Edwardo and Edgar.
A. D. Habib – Roofing, gutters, flashing

…thanks for the outstanding job you and your crew did… The entire process went smoothly
thanks to the coordination and communication that you provided, I must say that I have
never dealt with a contractor that was more conscientious about communicating with the
customer. …our new roof turned out great and your crew was courteous and hard working,
that’s for sure!
P. & M. Walker – Roofing

Over the Top Roofing roofed out three family apartment building and garage. We want to
thank you for your quality work. … In the initial interview we were impressed that all
procedures were part of your proposal. Thank you David Mattheis for your patience in
listening to our concerns and providing the information we were seeking. …We were
impressed with the efficiency of the roofing crew. The roofing and clean-up were completed
in one day. We are also very happy with the recommended color. Over the Top Roofing had
done an excellent job. We appreciated your willingness to be flexible… Whenever we called
you, David or your office, your response was timely and our concern was addressed.
T. & M. A. Russom – Roofing, flashing, gutters

It is certainly easy for me and my husband to give our truly honest testimonial about our
pleasing choice to use MI Family Builders & Remodelers, Inc. to handle the replacement
shingles on our roof plus new seamless gutters. The process was so simple with the
guidance of Richard Ihnen, Vice-President. We had a quick return of our phone calls which
followed with a professional visit to our home... (Richard) sat down with us and explained
in detail our options and costs. We had another bid but by no means did it include the
follow through or comfort level of the replacements being completed within our budget and
quick turnaround before winter weather. MI Family Builders & Remodelers, Inc. crew arrived
right on time on the agreeable date. They proceeded to cover all my plants with great care
that were surrounding the house. Our roofing was completed within the same day and the
clean up was outstanding…. We both really cannot express how happy we were with the
manager of the crew and the crew themselves…. After completion, (Richard) again returned
to our home to go over everything to make sure we were happy with all their services. Don’t
miss using MI Family Builders & Remodelers, Inc. to help you with any of your replacement
or building needs. We were certainly happy we made the right decision!
D. & C. Ryan – Roofing
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I highly recommend Dave and "Over-The-Top Roofing" to anyone who is looking for a high
quality, high integrity contractor to replace their existing roof at a fair price. When our
neighborhood changed its covenants and restrictions to allow architectural/dimensional
composite shingles, I quickly went to work to find a contractor to replace our aging cedar
shake roof that was nearing the end of its useful life. I interviewed three contractors and
selected Dave based on what I perceived to be his integrity, candor, work ethic and
customer focus. Our roof is large and complex and the shingles we chose were hard to
install, but Dave and his crew exceeded our expectations in all aspects of the project. The
majority of the contract was delivered at a fixed price and Dave maintained his initial quote
even when he incurred unexpected additional costs. The contract contained a small amount
of variable costs and Dave worked hard to keep those to a minimum as well. There were a
small number of touch-ups needed along the way, but Dave handled them quickly and
thoroughly. Dave made it clear that he was not happy with the job until we were completely
satisfied, and he delivered on that promise. Not only was the project stress-free for us, but
the finished look is fantastic. We continue to receive numerous compliments on both the
appearance and the workmanship of our new roof. We give Dave and “Over-The-Top
Roofing” a hearty two thumbs up!!
S. Hoggatt – Roofing, skylights, flashing

I have been continuously impressed with the personal service and attention me and my
company Anderson-Ashton has received while working with Dave and Over the Top Roofing
& Construction. Dave and the folks at Over the Top are extremely well versed in the art of
roofing and re-roofing both residential and commercial properties. They are a certified
installer for both Owners Corning as well as CertainTeed, two of the industry giants for
asphalt based shingle products. I both endorse and highly recommend Dave and Over the
Top Roofing and Construction if you or someone you know is in the market for a new roof.
B. Fisher – Multiple projects

David Mattheis goes way beyond what you would expect. Not only does he have a strong
business and work ethic, but he is what I would describe as an expert in his Industry. David
delivers not only what is expected, but way more!
B. Fendry – Roofing

Dave is wonderful. He is extremely knowledgeable and will only do things "the right way"!
He takes the time to understand the customer's needs, and doesn't try to force them into
"extra's". He does what he say's he will do at the price he has quoted. I would recommend
no one else for roofing/repairs!
W. Werner – Roofing
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While I have not worked with David directly, I did refer him to a neighbor of ours who was
looking to have his house re-roofed. Dave went over there, introduced himself and bid on
the job. I believe there were five companies bidding on the job and Dave won the contract.
I know my neighbor was extremely happy with the work and professionalism of Over the
Top Roofing.
M. Wolaver – Referred Over the Top Roofing & Construction to others

I have become acquainted with David Mattheis over the past year. David is one of the few
contractors that makes good on his word. This alone speaks volumes of contractors in this
day and age. David’s workmanship is excellent.
B. Brown – Roofing

I've worked with Dave over the past year and it has been a pleasure working with him & his
company.
R. Taylor – Architect at PDC

David is a hard working personable business owner. He will do whatever is required to
satisfy the customers
K. Vlasak - Remodeling

Very professional. Willing to work with and add minor issues. All workers on project were
pleasant, skilled, and good response time on questions. They treated the project as if it
were thier own.
L & J Raether – Roofing, flashing, gutters

They did a really nice job. They were really quick. we didn't have to worry about any leaks.
We had had some leaking around the chimney since we had moved in and they got that
fixed too. So that was really good. They really did a good job. It was a little hard to reach
them but it was because of the time of year and they were very busy. I will use them again.
I was very happy with the job done.
G. Larson – Roofing

I've worked with Dave on two personal house projects and recommended a half dozen or
more people to him, which resulted in successful projects. I'd highly recommend his
services due to the quick response time, accurate work, and personable nature of his
personality.
J. Seidner – Worked with Over the Top Roofing & Construction
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Crew arrived at about 11 AM removed old roofing and put on new roof on house and 2 1/2
car garage and cleaned up every thing and were done by 3:30 PM.
K. Struck – Roofing

The crew arrived early in the morning. They ripped out the old shingles and installed all the
required materials and new shingles.. At the end Rick inspected the performed jobs in a
timely matter and I was very happy with their professional, efficient, and super fast work.
Great jobs guys! I strongly recommend Over the Top Roofing and Rick to anyone who is
seeking a super, fast, and high quality overall job in any construction project. Very
professional and worked without any pressure whatsoever, with the best options that met
our needs and budget. I am very pleased with the decision of having them do my roof.
Thank you guys.
J. Estremen

Rick came to my home with a quote and explained everything to me, went outside and
explained what they would do and showed examples on other houses. His quote was
fabulous, so much more reasonable then any of the other companies. He kept in touch so I
would know when they would be there, had to postpone a day due to weather. His crew
showed up and got to work immediately. The boards were bad under the shingles so Rick
made sure he contacted me, I was at work, before they went any further and let me know
what the cost would be (good estimate). They were completely finished in a day except for
the chimney because it was not warm enough, I was contacted when they came back out
for that work. They cleaned up extremely well when they were done. This company is
awesome! So great to work with and reasonable price for everything they did. I would use
them again without giving it a thought! Thanks to Rick and his whole crew!!
D. Francolucci – Roofing

I used them for a new roof on our home. They did the roof on one day and then they had to
come back and do some repair work that had to be done. The job went really well and we
were very pleased. We got a good bid and they were honest and they got it done in a day
and they cleaned up after themselves. We would use them again in the future if necessary.
L. Jurgens-Dralle – Roofing

The gutters went up yesterday and the entire job looks fabulous! You have gone well out of
your way to provide the kind of service and quality workmanship that I was starting to
believe no longer existed in business today.
R.K. – Roofing
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